SANZCHAOCUN ORION STAR MAP 1
The purpose of this illustration is to suggest that the pyramid complex just outside of Sanzchaocun in China has the template of the Great Pyramid of Giza composition. This depiction suggests that as the Great Pyramid complex in Giza is aligned and
matches the Orion Belt star configuration, this one in China also has the same signature but in s slight different array. There are also key measurements that are approximated using the GoogleEarth coordinates and suggest that the civilization that built
these pyramid platforms were in direct contact with the civilizations of the Fertile Crescent, mainly Babylon, Sumer, Ur and Egypt. The evidence is the mathematics involved as the pyramid complex is designed with the phi ratio or Golden Number or
Section. The sacred numbers appears to be incorporated in the base lengths, the diagonals and perimeters of the various pyramids. How the phi ratio is used is based on the distance between the 2nd and 3rd pyramid. It is precisely at a phi ratio
distance from the 1st pyramid. The delineation of the Golden Section diagonal points to where the Sphinx of Giza would be situation as it is superimposed on this illustration. The end point corresponds to the Temple of Osiris next to the Sphinx.
The Chinese communist government does not allow official archeological
excavation to occur and has covered the pyramids with soil and planted trees
on top of them to disguise their form. The Government that is atheistic does
not want to disturb the Social Darwinian theory of Evolution that is based
on humanism and denies the Flood of the Bible that possibly explains the
common origins of such sacred knowledge.

The Osireion
How the Giza pyramid complex and Orion correlation comes about is
through the rotation of the 3 pyramids to about 120 degrees. What comes
about this design is that from the center point the 1st and largest pyramid
that corresponds to the Great Pyramid of Giza, the subsequent 2 pyramids
are aligned at the corner angles. This rotation then approximates the
angles of the phi ratio spiral that is used for a more striking visual.
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Another unique characteristic of these Chinese pyramids is
that all of them are truncated, meaning they have or had no
pyramidion. Some suggest that there might have been a
structure as often most did in the other ancient areas of the
Americans in particular. Other suggest that it was also a
factor of a measurement that was related to the Earth’s
equatorial circumference that helped keep track of the
Earth’s tilt that determined the Solstice’s and Equinoxes.
For example, the distance around the base of one of the
pyramids is 2160 ft. This coefficient will be easily recognizable to the Biblical scholars that study End Times and
those in astronomy and astrology. This factor out number
of 2160' or 540' X 4 is the key in deciphering the lunar and
Precession of the Equinoxes values. It is understood that
the Sun spends 2160-years in each house of the zodiac
during the 25,920year duration of the Precession of the
Equinoxes.
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Some Sources
GoogleEarth.com
Wikipedia.com

Some theories as to the origins of these mounts are traced to peoples having a Caucasian
racial background as blond haired mommies have been found, just like in Peru.
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One singular trait about all these pyramid from
around the world that appear to have a common design origin is that they face east, the
rising of the Sun.

